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When through
Sweet I -

vale and dale I'm wandering,
With you sweetheart
Italian maid of mystery,
From the land of

by my side. On my love for you I'm
sunny skies. Let me read your life's sweet
Pondering,
As your steps I gently guide.

History,
In your darkly sparkling eyes.

I have roved the world over many times,
Traveled
Did Vesuvian fires descend on you,
Bid your

Lands both old and new,
Met fair maiden's
Soul with fervor love?
Your blue heavens

In as many climes,
But have never met one like you.
Sweetness lend to you,
As they smiled on you from above?
Ciri-bir-ibin. Cir-i-bir-i-bin. Cir-i-bir-i-bin.

Chorus

Ciri-bir-i-bin, a passion you inspire, that I cannot explain, Ciri-bir-i-bin, for you my heart's on fire, your love I fain would gain. Ciri-bir-i-
bin, it is for you, alone, I would all
else resign, Cir-ribi-bin,

Cir-ribi-bin, Cir-ribi-bin, Be

mine! Be mine! Cir-ribi-mine!
Night and Day

Words by Jeff T. Branen
Music by Evans Lloyd

An exquisite Vocal Serenade in 4-4 time, in a tranquil movement, rich in melody, and written in this composer’s best vein. A song for parlor, concert, or wherever music is sung. Published in three keys—low, medium and high.
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